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  Technology is evolving faster than ever, with consumer 
demands for seamless wireless connections continually 
on the rise.  
 
For more than 25 years, PCTEL has been a leading global 
supplier of RF systems that meet these and other 
challenges, helping enterprises, public safety personnel, 
and utilities manage and maintain secure wireless 
connection.  
 
With the evolution of Industrial IoT and 5G,  
industries must evolve to remain competitive. To do so, 
they need a partner they can rely on to provide reliable 
wireless communications. 
 

 Every day around the world, PCTEL solutions provide 
wireless technology that enables faster and more 
seamless communications,  
 
 
And our advanced tools test and measure the 
effectiveness of the infrastructure that enable network 
connections. 

 Innovation is at the heart of everything we do, an 
ongoing commitment to continuously evolve, leveraging 
technologies that promote meaningful change.  
 
Our team of engineers represent some of the industry’s 
best, dedicated professionals who are committed to help 
organizations solve complex wireless challenges to 
remain connected. 

 That includes a focus on the Industrial Internet of Things, 
where their work is revolutionizing the workspaces of 
nearly every industry, including manufacturing, utilities 
and transportations.  

 [PCTEL exec onscreen, providing details about IoT] 



 Their I-O-T innovations impact products all around us, 
automating processes that eliminate human error. Like 
ovens that can be controlled wirelessly, drawing on 
artificial intelligence to prepare everything just right. 
And that self-correct, when necessary, minimizing the 
impact when events proceed … well … unexpectedly. 
 

 And smart grids that allow for more precise meter 
readings, and that can be performed in the harshest 
environment. 
 

 And they’re leading the way in providing solutions that 
leverage the full power of 5G, providing a competitive 
advantage for early adopters. 

 [PCTEL exec onscreen, providing details about 5G work] 

 At PCTEL, we embrace a customer-centric approach that 
meets companies wherever they are on the route to 
network modernization. 
 
 Whether working with 4G, 5G or perhaps even a legacy 
system, we deliver the tools and products that enable 
carriers to meet the escalating demands of a data hungry 
public. 

 We pride ourselves on our decades-long relationships 
with local, state and federal government agencies and 
their teams of first responders, developing solutions that 
enable them to reach those in need quicker and more 
accurately, no matter the challenges. 
 

 And we provide critical communications support that 
impacts public safety, ensuring that communications are 
transmitted and received reliably and efficiently, no 
matter the external event.  

 Rishi soundbite on critical communications 
 
 

 At a time when voice and data requirements continue to 
rise, the job of the network operator has become far 
more complicated. Increased customer usage means an 
increased risk of radio frequency interference. The result 



can be anything less than a seamless wireless 
experience.  
 
Our testing and measurement equipment allows 
operators to measure and then minimize network 
interference, preserving signal strength and in the 
process, customer loyalties.  
 

 Ours is a corporate-wide commitment to deliver the 
tools and solutions that organizations and agencies need 
to meet the evolving communication needs of their 
partners.   
 
And to provide communications that help them solve 
complex wireless challenges, ensuring they stay 
connected, transform and grow. 

 [PCTEL exec onscreen, addressing PCTEL values/mission, 
picking up from the above cell] 

TAG #2 We’re PCTEL. 
 
Enabling effective and efficient communications. 

 


